CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SPRING UCA COMPETITION WINNERS!!

1ST PLACE: Ashton Krajnovich - Adaptive and Predictive 3D Geologic Modeling for Tunneling

2ND PLACE: Rajat Gangrade - How Uncertain is the Tunnel Excavation Environment?

3RD PLACE: Gauen Alexander - Back Analysis of the EJMT Pilot Bore by Elastic Continuum Modeling

4TH PLACE: Luke Weidner - Understanding the Uses and Pitfalls of Machine Learning for Remotely Sensed Data

The UCA Competition is a competition among peers to allow UCA student members the opportunity to present their current research to the student chapter. We incentivize the sharing of their research through cash prizes to the top three scored presentations.

The judges are always accredited professors associated with UCA or the Center for Underground. This year the judges were Dr. Jamal Rostami and Dr. Reza Hedayat. Winners are chosen based on a scoring in six key areas:

- Delivery
- Visuals
- Introduction/Motivation
- Methods/Experimental Design
- Results
- Response to Questions

THANK YOU to all of the presenters and participants!